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Oswald Case 

G f _jbeMohrenschildts apparently departed Dallas B7, ARA 

cr INR around June 1, 1963, as gas was turned off at residence May 29 and their 
SY 
rat former son-in-law stated they left Dallas for Haiti in 4n May or Jane 1963, 

= Mrs. Oswald claims Mrs. DeMchrenschildt visited her while Oswalds residing 

RMR Neely Street, Dallas (they resided that addzess March 2, 1963 to April 24, 
1963) at which time she peénted sut to Mrs, DeMshrenschildt gun which Cswald This 
bad bought sexi is same gun which was Shipped te subject on March 20, 1953 

later identified as assassination weapon, Mra. Oswald recalled that few days 

after attempted assassination General Walker (April 10, 1963) George 

DeMohrenschildt was at Oswald regidence and made remark in joking manner ra 

Oswald to effect, "Hew is it that you missed General Walker?" Mrs, Cswald 

does not know if Oswald had spoken tsa George DeMchrenschildt previously of 

‘his dislike for General Walker and she dees net maw why DeMshrenschildt “ 

made this remark other than in joking manner, hy wr 
—r : =—_ 

/! f ‘ | ( DeMohrenschildts be reinterviewed immediately to: By,” Aig = 
C+D i x4) 1. Establish from them and through examination their passports nase sly 

‘4 when they arrived in Haiti and whether or not they have returned US sinse 
their original arrival in Haiti from Dallas; £6 “fe lay sy 
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